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Convergent/Analytical 
Detective Thinking 

Small Group Lesson 
 

Purpose 
 
The purpose of this lesson is to apply Detective Thinking (convergent/analytical de-
duction) by putting clues together to deduce the one correct answer to the problem. 
Students will also classify and organize information collected. Remind students that: 

 
 There is one and only one right answer to these problems. 

 
 They may need to put together many pieces of information in order to find the 

one right answer. 
 

 Attributes are important clues. 
 

 They may feel like saying “I have it!” when they find the answer. 
 

 They may not see the answer right away and need to reflect on some of the 
clues. 

 
 Patience is important in not jumping to conclusions and in reflecting on clues. 

 
 
Materials 
 

 One set of Mystery Animal Cards (black & white) for EACH student PLUS an ad-
ditional set for the teacher (lamination recommended for use year after year) 

 
 One set of Mystery Person Cards (color) for EACH student PLUS an additional 

set for the teacher (lamination recommended for use year after year) 
 

Coloring Key: 
 

Schoolgirl must have brown hair. 
All others must have blonde hair. 
Cowgirl must be wearing things that are green. 
Judge must have no green on. 

 
 Teacher Observation Checklist – Convergent/Analytical Thinking 
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Lesson Plan 
 

1. Begin with the Mystery Animals Cards, which happen to be the characters from 
the PETS™ 123 program. You do not need to point this out. Go over each card 
so that you are sure that each child has all six correct cards AND so that you are 
sure that each child knows what animals are being portrayed on each card. 

 
2. Tell the students that they will hold all six cards in their hands so no one else can 

see their cards. It is not necessary that they fan them like a normal hand of 
cards. They may simply hold them as a single stack. 

 
3. As you give clues, tell the students to select the card or cards that do not fit that 

clue and put them in a discard pile in front of them FACE DOWN. 
 

4. Begin by reading the first clue. Give students plenty of time to reason through 
each card to determine if it stays or is discarded. The first clue may be guided. 
For example, say, “I have fur.” Then point out that any animal that does NOT 
have fur should be discarded. 

 
6. Continue reading the clues until all have been read: 

 
  I have fur. 

 I don’t hop. 
 I don’t eat nuts. 

 
 
 
 
 ANSWER: Dog (Dudley the Detective) 
 
7. Once all clues have been read, students should have only one card left, and it 

should be the Mystery Animal. If some students still have more than one card, 
read the clues again to eliminate more cards. Suggest to any students who think 
they already have the answer that they listen to the clues again to double-check 
their work. 

 
7. If any students still have more than one card at this point, be patient. Ask them if 

they need to hear the clues again. Remember, this may be a student who is de-
ferring judgment by reviewing all the clues mentally. 

 
8. Students will reveal their remaining cards all at the same time once each student 

has one and only one card left. This will reduce the chance of copying. 
 

9. Record student responses on the Teacher Observation Checklist – Conver-
gent/Analytical Thinking. 
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10.  Repeat the process using the Mystery Person Card Set. This set adds the attrib-

ute of color. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 I have blonde hair. 
 I don’t like hot places. 
 I am not wearing any jewelry. 
 I am not wearing green. 

 
ANSWER: Judge 

 
11.  Record student responses on the Teacher Observation Checklist – Conver-

gent/Analytical Thinking. 
 
12. Time will determine how many rounds are played with each deck. A blank clue is 

included so that students can devise their own clues. 
 
 
ANSWER KEY: 
  

Mystery Animal #1 – Dog (Dudley the Detective) 
 
Mystery Animal #2 – Kangaroo (Sybil the Scientist) 
 
Mystery Animal #3 – Owl (Jordan the Judge) 
 
 
Mystery Person #1 – Judge  
 
Mystery Person #2 – Indian 
 
Mystery Person #3 – Judge 
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Mystery Animal Card Set 
(May remain black & white images) 
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Divergent/Creative 
Inventor Thinking 

Whole Class 
Lesson 2 

 
Purpose 
 
The purpose of this lesson is to reinforce Inventor Thinking (divergent/creative 
brainstorming), which allows students to see extraordinary possibilities in ordinary, 
everyday items or situations. Divergent/creative thinking focuses on the following con-
cepts: 
 

 There are many correct responses/possibilities (fluency). 
 

 Ideas may begin from a common “stem” but branch in different directions from 
there (flexibility). 

 
 All ideas are welcomed, even those that seem silly at the time (originality). 

 
 It is important to see things creatively which helps produce many possibilities in 

ordinary events, situations, and objects. 
 

 It is encouraged to piggyback ideas on those from others (elaboration). 
 
 
Materials 
 

 One copy of the book Curious George’s ABCs by H.A. Rey (classroom-sized 
books are best, if available) 

 
 An overhead projector 

 
 Several black dots (die-cuts or Black Dots) 

 
 Several black letters (die-cuts or Alphabet) 

 
 A set of overhead markers 

 
 Teacher Observation Checklist – Divergent/Creative Thinking 
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Lesson Plan 

1. Introduce the lesson by reviewing what an inventor is. Have the class recall some 
of the inventors from the last session. Brainstorm other inventors and their inven-
tions. Try to include some female inventors. Discuss with students what they 
think are some of the most important inventions. Again point out the difference 
between inventing something and discovering something. Review that a discov-
ery is something that already exists. An invention is a new idea or creation 
thought up by someone. The inventor is the first person to conceive the idea. The 
inventor may not actually make the objects. Sometimes an inventor will hire 
someone else to make it. 

 
2. Tell the students that today they will use brainstorming to imagine lots of new ob-

jects that could be added to the story that you will be reading. 
 

3. It is important that Kindergarteners continue to change venues, so at this point 
you may wish to ask them to move to a reading area in which to share the story. 
This way all students can also see the pictures clearly. 

 
4. During the activity below, the classroom teacher will gather data on the Teacher 

Observation Checklist – Divergent/Creative Thinking provided with each stu-
dent’s name on it.  

 
5. Begin to read Curious George’s ABCs by H.A. Rey. Once you read each page, 

ask students to give new ideas as to what can be made with each letter. (You 
may want to be selective and not take the time to do all 26 letters). For example: 

 
a. What new idea does someone have for making something new using an 

“A”? Could you use any black dots to complete your picture? 
 
b. What new idea does someone have for making something new using a “B” 

and some black dots together? 
 

c. Does anyone have any ideas for using an “O”? Could you use some black 
dots to complete that picture? 

 
d. Does anyone have any ideas for using a “Q” and two black dots together? 

 
e. Stand up and show me what an “S” looks like. 

 
f. Stand up and show me what a “W” looks like. Can anyone demonstrate a 

“W” in a different way?  
 

g. Allow students to brainstorm different ways to demonstrate other letters. 
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The word together is an important word to stress throughout this activity. Encourage 
students to generate one idea using a lot of letters and/or dots together, rather than 
multiple ideas for individual letters. 
 
This is also a perfect opportunity to stress that no one should make fun of anyone else. 
Some of the world’s greatest achievements have developed from the zaniest of ideas. 
 
Occasionally act out an object for which a child has an idea. For example, if a child 
gives the idea of a butterfly made from a “B” and two black dots, tell all of the students 
to demonstrate how a butterfly may flit across the room. Tell them to show you the dif-
ference between a happy butterfly and a sad butterfly. Tell them to do this very slowly, 
and then do it quickly.
 

6. Once the book has been completed, ask the students to return to their desks or 
tables. As they return, encourage the singing of the “Alphabet Song.” 

 
7. At this point, recall some of the ideas presented during the reading of the story. 

Using an overhead projector, connect the cut-out letters and dots to demonstrate 
how they can form something new. Here are two sample ideas: 
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